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Int reduction 

1. The Second General  Conference of UNIDO held at Lima,   Peru in March 
1975,   recommended that UNIDO should include among its activities a system 
of continuing consultations between developed and developing countries 
and among developing countries themselves.    The objective of these consulta- 
tions is to assist  the developing countries to achieve their industrializa- 
tion goals which include in particular the goal of producing at least 25 
per cent of world industrial output by the year 2000. 

2. The Pirc't Consultation Meeting on the Fertilizer Industry convened 
in  Vienna,   17-21  January 1977,  reviewed the arrangements  that had been 
made for co-operation amongst developing countries in the fertilizer industry. 
It   recognized that   for developing countries with smaller markets  it would be 
desirable to plan  for regional co-operation and a combination of resources 
and skill s.    A high priority should be given in the programme of regional 
groups to the preparation of feasibility studies,  the setting up of fertilizer 
plants,  and the building up of a marketing and distribution network within 
the region.    UNIDO should extend assistance to these efforts when requested 
to do so.     International,technical and financial assistance from bilateral 
and other sources should also be made available for such regional  group 
efforts,    Fürth srmore,  UNIDO should consider giving assistance to  establish- 
ing regional development centres  for the fertilizer industry. 

3. The Consultation Meeting,  therefore,   recommended that 

"the opportunities for co-operation between developing countries 
at the subregional,  regional  and interregional  levels and the 
international  support needed for that co-operation" 

be examinel in depth,   if necessary by convening a working group. 

4. The purpose of this expert group meeting is to contribute to  the formu- 
lation of the conclusions and recommendations on these points than can be 
considered at the Second Consultation Meeting on the Fertilizer Industry, 
tentatively scheduled for 6-10 November 1978 in Innsbruck,  Austria. 

r).       As a basis  for prenarinp this Daner suggesting areas of ^o-oneration 
in  tho  fertilizer  industry,  UNIDO  invited  consultants to  orepare  naoers 
Hescribin^ the experience of and  ootential  for such co-onemtion  in the 
AFDFAN and  ASFAN  proun of countries,   in  India and  Pakistan    and   in the two 
areas whers regional   federations of  fertilizer producers already exist - the Arab 
countries *nd  Latin  America. 

6.       The paner examines the opportunities for co-operation in the production 
of  fertilizers;   in trade in fertilizers,   intermediates and  raw materials; 
and   in the construction and operation of fertilizer plants.    The  institutional 
arrangements needed  to  oromote Buch  co-oneration are also considered. 
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I.       CU0PERATI01Í li» THE PflODUCTIQa UP FERTILIZERS.   INTERMEDIATES AdD tiAW 
MATERIALS —— 

7.      The First  Consultation  Meeting on the Fertilizer Industry suggested 
th.it  the developing countries should aim to achieve self-sufficiency in 
the  fertilizer production as  soon as possible and  in any case by the year 
¿OUO.     The  term 'self-sufficiency1   should be interpreted with reference to 
,1 stimulate   nntimiiH   !fvel   of  fertilizer oonsumotion rather than  the oresent 
low   tovels. 

1 .       The present level of consumption of fertilizers in developing countries 
and forecast  levels in   19^1/19^2 and  19"5/19^6    are shown in Annex A. 
The level  of production in  1975/76 and the  expected capability to  supply 
fertilizers   in  1?8l/82 are also shown in    Annex A. 

9.       It is ilair from these  estimates that  developing countries,   as a group, 
are making rapid progress to  the target of self-sufficiency.     However,  so 
far the establishment of new production units has mainly been the result of 
a national   response to national requirements.    Some export-oriented plants 
have been  established but  only a few plants  have been established  as a result 
of a decision  by developing  countries to combine their resources  and skills. 

10. Thorf arr   l>w ^xumnles  of bilateral  cu-oneration in thr>  fio 1 ri  of production 
of  fertilizers  no  far.    Two   new fertilizer plants  in Pakistan are   boing establish^ 
with the help  of the financial resources of Arab countries._l/Venezuela and 
Colombia have  established a   jointly owned plant in  Colombia which  manufactures 
fertilizers   from .ammonia imported from Venezuela.   2/ 

11. Some examples of subregional  co-operation are:-    In the A5EA.N group of 
countrien it  has been decided that new capacities  for nitrogen fertilizers 
should be built  in  Indonesia  and Malaysia, for phosphate fertilizers  in the 
Philippines  and for potash  in Thailand}    the  remaining member of this group, 
Singapore,   will   estaulish new capacities in  other industries. 

V.     In the ANDEAN group an  initial  attempt   to co-ordinate plans   for new 
capacities  in  the fertilizer  industry was made :.n  1974..    A  further attempt 
wrs made in   1977 and results  achieved so far will  be presented to the meeting.  ¿/ 

1 J.    There may be other groups of developing countries who could,   within the 
framework of an existing agreement  on economic co-optratinn,   consider the 
possible allocation of production of different types of fertilizers,  inter- 
mediates and  raw materials to different countries within the sub-region. 

14.    The meeting might discuss what kind of information is needed if co- 
operation within a region    is to be intensified in the future.    Countries 
with small markets may well  be able to establish 1TPK plants which would rely 
on supplies  of ammonia,  phosphates and potash imported from other developing 
countries.     The meeting might also oonaider who should initiate the studies 
needed to examine the markets and    resources of different regions with a view 
to identifying such potential opportunities for co-operation.    The type of 
co-operation  discussed above might be developed within the same region or» in 
some cases,   on an interregional basis. 

\J Regional  Co-operation in the Fertilizer Industry;    The Experience of Pakistan 
in regard to financing two fertilizer pianta    IP/VP.26'JA 

2/ Regional  Co-operation in the Fertilizer Industry:    The Experience and 
Potential  of the AMDEAtf Group of Countries    ID/WG.Pfrj/l,  pages 6 and 7 

¿/ A model based on the World Bank Fertilizer Model  for optimising planning 
of new production facilities was used.    The approach may be discussed at 
the meeting* 
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II.    COOPERATION TO PROMOTE TRAJE Uà FERTILIZERS.   INTERMEDIATES Ai»D RAW 
MATERIALS AMQJiQST DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ~"^  

V?.     Although statistics may show that the developing countries are approacn- 
ìng self-sufficiency as a group in the production of nitrogen and phosphate 
fertilizers,  the aggregate does not reveal the developing countries who have 
a deficit and a surplus of fertilizer' supplies.    For this  reason it has been 
recommended for Latin America^/ that information on the import requirements 
of developing countries and the export potential  of other countries should 
be collected and disseminated so that interested parties can take advantage 
of thtoe potential  trade opportunities. 

16. As regards trade opportunities at the regional   level,  it is necessary 
to consider the reasons why deficit countries import a major part  of their 
requirements from outside the region.    It should be  possible through regional 
consultations to elaborate measures that would give preference to regional 
producers where adequate supplies of fertilizers are available in the region 
as a whole.    The meeting will have  to consider what  types  of measure would be 
useful and  feasible to adopt. 

17. At an intra-regional  level,  it would aopear  that the main obstacle  to 
increased trade among developing countries  is lack  of information on market 
requirements and tine availability of supplies.    It  is  therefore proposed 
that a regular report should be made available to  those who wish to subscribe 
on current  trends  in the world fertilizer markets,   the requirements of 
developing countries who import fertilizers, and  the  type  of fertilizer 
available and  its price from potential developing country suppliers. 

IH.     If there iu to be an increase  in regional and  intra-regional  trade, 
steps will  have to be taken  to lower      the cost of shipping fertilizers  from 
one developing country to another.     In this connexion,   it  is  interesting to 
note  that  the Andean Group of countries have found  that  this factor adversely 
affects the competitiveness  of fertilizers produced  within the region;  they ' 
have  therefore agreed on  joint efforts to  create  the necessary loading and 
unloading facilities;   in addition,  the possible purchase of vessels  to trans- 
port  fértil  zers has been suggested. 

19. Althovgh the above discussion has been in terras  of finished fertilizers, 
co-operation amongst developing countries can take  place  in the supply of 
intermedia es and raw materials.    In thb case of raw materials,  the quantities 
that have t ^ be moved are even greater and  the cost  of transport  is even 
more  importa, t.    The meeting can therefore consider what  initiatives can be 
taken to facilitate  increased trade  in fertilizers,   intermediates and their 
raw materials amongst Heveloninr countries by improving transnort and  loading 
and  unloading faciliti-a. 

20. It  is the nr^ctice  in some countries to negotiate   long-term contracts  for 
the  sale of fertilizers,   intermediates and  raw materials.     The meeting should 
consider to what extent such contracts are useri  for trade amongst rievelooing 
countries at  present and what role  they might play  in the  future. ¿J 

\] Regional Co-operation in the Fertilizer Industry»  Experience and 

?S^Ttlü?iV,B ln Latln America'  bY Ing- Eduardo Ouiti«rr«y. Salgado. 
lD/WC.26'5/4 

2/ Long-term sales oontraots have been considered by the FAO Commission on 
Fertilizers.    See Report of the Fourth Session,   Rome 27-30 September 1977, 
ÜOC.CL72/2 para I5.    A revised example of a long—term contract is being 
prepared. 

U_ 
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III.  COOPERATION lu THE CONSTRUCTION AM OPERATION OP FERTILIZER PLANTS 

21.    World fertilizer production capacity is expected to increase as 
follows  in the period 1975/76 to I981/82. 

Nitrogen 
millions tons N 

Phopphate 
millions tons P.CL 

Developing countries: 
Market   economy countries 

Centrally planned economy countries 

Developed countries: 
Market   economy countries 

Centrally planned economy countries 

12o0 

4=0 

8.3 

13.5 

37.8 

'j.4 

Oo2 

2.6 

2.0 

10.2 

Th»s developing countries will  account for 42  per cent  of the new nitrogen 
fertilizer capacity and 53 per cent of the new phosphate fertilizer capacity» 

22c     In  the short space of six years,  the world's capacity to produce 
nitrogen fertilizers will increase by over 50 per cent.    Between 120 and I50 
new plants will be constructed and between 50 and 60 of these will  be built 
in developing countries.    In the period after 1^82,  developing countries are 
expected to continue to buy up to 10 new nitrogen fertilizer plants per year. 

2j.    There is,then(an opportunity for developing countries to co-operate in 
the purchase of such plants.     If a standard design were adopted by a group 
of developing countries,  plant  costs might be reduced,   pools of spares could 
be shared,  training of operating personnel would be facilitated and a higher 
proportion of the equipment needed might be manufactured in developing 
countries.    The meeting might  consider the possibility of initiating a joint 
approach to buying plants and the advantages that could thus be achieved. 

24.     Inexperienced buyers of plants need to learn what  experience other buyers 
have had with fertilizer plants using an identical  production  process.    At  the 
stage of selecting a contractor,  UNIDO has been ashed to arrange for key 
personnel  to visit  such plants in other countries-i    The meeting might consider 
what mechanism is needed to make available a continuing analysis of  experience 
with new fertilizer plants that could be made available to enquirers. 

¿lj.      Inexperienced buyers of fertilizer plants in developing countries have 
used the assistance of experienced buyers in other developing countries 
(a) for preparing feasibility studies; (b)  for selecting contractors;  (0) for 
evaluating bids;  (d)  for supervising erection of plants and ( e)   for examining 
the fertilizer marketing and distribution network required.    Such co-operation 
has been particularly appreciated when it covers less familiar technologies 
suoh as plants based on lignite,  coal and coal-gasification processes.    And 
in the future,  it may extend to provision of engineering servioes for plant 
design and construction.2/ 

1/ Draft Report of TTeohnioal Seminar on Contracting Methods and Insurance 
3oheme8 for Fertilizer and Chemical Process Industrie».  Lahore Pakistan, 
25-29 November,   1977 ID/KJ.259/26/Rev.1 

2/ Co-operation amongst Developing Countries in the Fertiliser Tnrinntrvi 
tt« Swrienccof India_ID/VP.265/6 
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26. Trainine of operating personnel and assistance with initial operations 
and maintenance is another possible area of co-operation as the number of 
experienced operators in developing countries grows in the future.    Perhaps 
a focal point needs to be established where requests  for such assistance 
could be matched with plant operators willing to provide such training faci- 
lities and assistance. 

27. The Consultation Meeting suggested consideration be given to the estab- 
lishment  of regional  fertilizer development centres.     It is suggested that 
a regional centre for Arab countries should (a)  make studies of special 
problems of the industry,  (b)  offer specialized training programmes,  (c) 
undertake research and development  on problems of common interest. V/    The 
need  for and objectives of such centres in other regions and ways of financing 
them warrant consideration by the meeting. 

28. In addition to the establishment  of this regional centre,   the Arab 
fertilizer producers are considering the establishment of a central 
services company and a company to manufacture catalysts and auxiliary chemicals. 
Developing countries  in other regions may wish to consider the need for this 
type of co-operation. 

29. Finally,   there is the opportunity for developing countries to make 
increasing use of machinery and equipment manufactured in developing countries. 
The capability of India to supply equipment for chemical process plants has 
been described in detail;2/    other countries,such as Brazil and Mexico,may 
provide similar information at the meeting and in detail at a later date. 
The issue for consideration is how the availability of such equipment should 
be brought to the attention of buyers of new plants in developing countries 
and their contractors. 

30. It may be recalled that the Consultation Meeting recommended that 
UNIDO should provide more consultancy services to developing countries 
requesting them in: preparation of feasibility studies, the preparation 
of specifications for tenders, the evaluation of bids, the negotiation 
of contracts, the commissioning of plants, trouble-shooting, the develop- 
inant of maintenance programmes, marketing, and operational management. 
The Meeting for that purpose recommended that a panel of experts should 
be established. 

31. In this connexion, Technological Advisory Services have been initi- 
ated by UNIDO to provide independent and impartial advice to developing 
countries, on a trial basis in 1978, covering a number of sectors inclu- 
ding fertilizers.    These services will be primarily directed at the time 
of negotiation of technology contracts.    They will consist of a combina- 
tion of assessment of process, technology, plant layout, machinery, and 
particularly, the terms and conditions on which they are acquired.    Por 
each project, and at the request of the government and in accordance 
with established procedures of UNIDO, a highly qualified team of techno- 
logists, licensing and contracting, legal and financial experts will be 
provided by UNIDO for a short period of time.    On the basis of a specific 
request, such services may also cover the pre-negotiation phase, namely 

1/   Regional Co-operation in the Fertiliser Industry;    The Expérience of 
tKTarrt Federation of Chemioal Fartiliser Produoars. paga ¿. 1D7B5T26S/2 

2/   Co-opsration amongst Developing Countries in the Fertilizar Industrvi 
the Experience of India IP/WQ.¿¿sF^ * 

.*> 
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evaluation of bids and selection of technology.    The advice of these 
experts will  be confidential  and they would,   in general, assist and aug- 
ment the bargaining capacity of the weaker partner, namely the developing 
countries, prior to and during negotiation, but not actually participate 
in the negotiation as  it will  be primarily the responsibility of the 
country or    agency concerned.    Prom UNIDO'a  limited experience,  it has 
been possible  to reduce the  total project outlays resulting in substan- 
tial  savings  to the project. 

32. The meeting ie  invited  to comment on thi6 new approach of UNIDO and 
suggest ways and means of implementing these services effectively to 
the benefit of developing countries. 

IV.       INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT CO-OPERATION AMONGST 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ~~  

33. The view is expressed  in the papers prepared  for UNIDO that more 
should be done to permit fertilizer enterprises  in developing countries 
to keep in touch with each other and to be  informed of current world 
trends  and developments which affect the fertilizer industry. 

Institutional arrangements for co-operation at the sub-regional  level 

34. The experience of the ANDEAN and ASEAN Groups of countries will 
be considered at the meeting.    Other existing sub-regional economic 
groupings can provide the institutional framework for co-operation in 
the  fertilizer industry at the sub-regional  level.    The meeting could, 
therefore, concentrate on suggesting the essential  elements  of an agree- 
ment that are needed to establish co-operation in the fertilizer industry 
at the sub-regional  level. 

Institutional arrangements for co-operation at the regional level 

35. At present  federations of fertilizer producers exist  for the Arab 
and Latin American countries but not  for other regions.1/ 

36. In Asia and the Pacific,  the establishment of a Regional and Information 
and Advisory Service has been proposed;  financing by UNIDO,  PAO and ESCAP 
has still to be arranged.    One phase of the project would aim to improve 
the distribution, marketing and use of fertilizers in ESCAP countries; 
another phase would cover co-operation among ESCAP countries  in the production 
of and trade in fertilizers,   intermediates and raw materials.2/   The meeting 
could consider the potential  contribution of such projects to co-operation 
amongst developing countries and recommend to the Second Consultation 
Meeting alternative ways in which the required financial support could be 
obtained. 

Institutional arrangements for co-operation amongst all developing countries 

37. Various arrangements for co-operation at the interregional level have 
been suggested. UNIDO could call an annual meeting of representatives of 
fertilizer enterprises in developing countries; this meeting could then be 

\J   ADIPAL maintains liaison with the SELA Action Committee on Fertilizers 
and Raw Materials. 

2/   Report of the Expert Group Meeting on the Organization of a Regional 
Information and Advisory Service on Chemical Fertilizers, held at Bangkok 
12-16 September 1977 E/ESCAP/AD/RIASCP/1. 
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divided into sub-committees on operation, maintenance, manpower and trade 
This  suggestion should take  into account UNIDO's plan  co contea second' 
consultatxon meeting on the  fertilizer industry lì Novembers,  open ïo 
participants  from all  countries. '    P 

38.     It is suggested  that an association of developing countries'   fertilizer 

Eif a^trf 1/ rtabllJhed-    SOme °bJeCtiVe8 f°r *he Association na! 
is npiîîf r      ;^ ì     

reachin^ a ^cisión as to whether a new association 
» needed for fertilizer enterprises  from developing countries    full account 

llZcVtlTZll '"i   eXi3tenC? ? **'  the ^e-tionall^spiîaÎe    nd°" ry 
of the  woÎïd.P ne8 qUallfied org«!-««« as members fïom any oart 

11'r A?°íher su^e8tion "  that UNIDO might publish regularly a newsletter 
on fertilizers and their raw materials.    The newsletter^could be bied on 
information submitted by individual  enterprises and regional federations  of 
Z^wsTtî^r^î" íhe devel°Pin* countries.     It L been sug^sted ïhat 
Îï?nn T¿,<   ,    t publlshed  four *i»»« * year in the main languagefused  in 
UN DO  (English   French,  Spanish and Arabic).    UNIDO is prepare To consideï 
,•ÌLP T3315  lf lt iG to    be Vitiated in  1978 or   1979,  funds outsit 
UNIDO's Regular Budget will  need to be provided. 

It ¿IT"* Ìn nind  their gr0Wine c°ntribution to world fertilizer supplies 
UV      rlng C0Uníries themselves might play a more active role  in til Ire- 
Ztlftiï "T°f  eSíÍmateB of demand and supply of fertilizers  îhat  foi. 
part of the estimates  of world demand and supply that are discussed anrf 
published by the UNIDO/FAO/lBRD Working Group oí FertiUzers      !?1s 
dSon?L +

informati°n be collected by UNIDO and be disseminated to all 

d^nd°Panndg l^T  " ^  ^ °f ^^ «* "•*«* forecasts^' 

41.    UNIDO has discontinued publishing its di     Jtory of fertilizer producers 
existing C0Un

t
trie8-    The •<*ry «verag. of regional  fed Irli i oí s 

i    trS!!V8 T CO?Ute'     " may therefore be U8eful *o resume 
inf^íí• ï;    l   d*?me\BO *y Participants,  they should  indicate what 
information about each enterprise should be published. 

yJ    [Uff!!!*- C.°"gerat-ÍOn Ín th! Fert11iaer IndMtr-    ^Perience and n.  
teti£5^n Latin America, by Ing. Eduardo Outierrez-galgado ID/WC.IS5/4 

2/   ISA members include over 300 organizations in 54 countries.    Nearlv 200 

?or î:oetîr^UCeJh08ph!te r0Ck •Bd/°r phoBPhat« fertilizer. accoinUn^ 
for two-thxrds and one-half of the  total world output of these commod?^.. 
respectively.   Over half of the countries represented in IsSTarT^ 
developing countries. w are 
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WORLD inITRÜQE» FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

Demand a1 d auptAy capability 
million metric tonn S 

ACTUAL FORECAST FORECAST 

DEViLopina coudrais 
Cotta 

1975./76 
Prod BaJ^ Cons 

1981/82 
Prod Bal 

1985/86        • 
Cons 

Africa 0.44 0.17 -0.27 O.96 O.69 -0.27 1.40 

Latin America 2.03 1.25 -O.76 3.49 2.56 -0.93 4.50 

iíear East 1-30 0.98 -0.32 2„32 2.91 +0.59 3.10 

Par East 

Asian CPE Countries 

3.81 
7.58 
5.03 

2.85 
5.25 
3.56 

8.81 

-2.33 
-1.47 

J¿¿1 
14.30 
7.28 

13.16 
6.75 

19.91 

-0.53 
-1.14 
-O.53 

-1.67 

10.00 
19.00 
10.00 

Total 12.61 -3.80 21.58 29.OO 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

«orth America 9.95 10.18 +0.23 12.70 12.50 -0.20 14.00 

West  Europe 8.10 9.29 +1.19 10.24 11.56 +1.32 11.70 

Others -^4 19.18 
2.08 

21.55 
+0.95 
+2.37 24Í51 

2.48 
26754 

+0.91 
+2.03 

JL42 
27760 

US3Rf   East  Europe 11.51 13.51 +2o00 17.00 21.00 +4.00 21.50 

3O069      35.06     4.4.37        41.51      47.54     +6.03 49.10 

WORLD TOTAL 43.3O      42.87      +O.57        63.O9      67.45      +4.36        78.10 

l/    Cons m Actual Demand or Forecast Consumption 
Prod • Aotual  Production or forecast capability to supply^defined as olimbing to 

70 per oent of capacity after 3 years 
Bal    • Balance of demand and supply or forecast consumption and capability to 

supply at above assumed rates of capacity utilization. 

Source:    USIDO/FAO/IBRD Working Group on Fertilizers, June 1977 

u ._. J 
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WORLD PHOSPHATE FERTILIZER IÍTOU3TRY 

Dear id and rnjriply capabi Llity 
million 

I 
iTictrlc tons 
p2o5 

ACTUAL FORECAST FORECAST 

Con3 
1275/76. 

Prod BalV Cong 
1981/82 

Prod Bal 
198rj/86 
Cono 

DEVELOPING COlPiTíQFJ 

0.37 0.42 •0.05 O.65 2.23 + 1.58 Africa O.90 

Latin America 1.51 0.86 -0.05 2.67 1.66 -1.01 3.40 

Near East 0.68 0.55 -0.13 1- .51 1.53 0.2^ 1.70 

Far Eaut 

Asian CPE Countries 

1.11 
3.ÓT 
1.48 

0.60 
2.43 
1.46 

J.Ö9 

-O.51 
-1.24 
-0.02 

2.25 
"OB 

2.38 

1.41 
"0TÏÏ3 

2.36 

9.19 

-0.84 
-O.O5 
-0.02 

3.05 
;v05 
3.30 

Total 5.15 -1.26 9.26 -0.07 12. i5 

DEVELOPED GOTI .*;¿?TUS 

JWorth America 

We it  Europe 

Others 

USSR,   last Europe 

WORLD TOTAL 

5. .26 7.31 •2 .05 6.18 0.83 +2 .65 7.20 

5. .10 5.09 -0 .01 6.60 7.37 +0 .77 6.40 

1. 
12, 

Ó, 

.04 
20 
69 

.89 

1.Ö1 
14.21 
6.77 

-0 
+2 
+0 

• Oj 
.01 
.08 

2.67 
13.45 
10.40 

19.41 
8.41 

+7796 
-1.99 

2.65 
16.45 
12.80 

18. 20.98 

24.87 

+2 .09 25.85 27.82 +1 .97 29.25 

35.13 24. .04 +O.83 37.03 +1 .90 41.60 

\J Cons • Actual Demand or Forecast Consumption 
Prod • Actual  Production or foreoast capaoility to supply defined as climbing to 

80 per oent of capacity after 3 years in developing countries^(90/í developed) 
Bal    • Balance of demand and supply or foreoast consumption and capability to 

3upply at auove assumed rates of capacity utilization. 

Sourcet    UIíIDO/FAO/IBRD Working Croup on Fertilizers, June 1977 
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WORLD POTASH INDUSTRY 

Demani and supply cciixibility 
million metric ton3' 

K 2° 
ACTUAL FORECAST FORECAST 

Cons 
1975/76 

Prod BalV Cons 
1981/82 

Prod Bal 
1985/86 
Cons              * 

DEVELOPIirJ COUNTRIES 

0.48 Africa 0.21 0.28 •0„07 O.36 O.36 -0.06 

Latin America 0.93 0.01 -0.94 1.84 0.03 -1.Ö1 2.t>2 

Near East O.OJ - -0.03 0.07 - -O.07 O.O9 

Par East 0.67 
1.86 

— -0.67 
-1.57 
-0.18 

1-41 
3.70 

______ 
0.33 

_£___ 
-3.37 
-002 

1.85 
4.95 
0__2 Aaian CPE Countries 

0.29 
0.30 

Total 2.34 0.59 -1.75 4.47 0.7o -3.69 5.Ó7 

DEVILO FED C0U.iT.1I ES 

iíorth America 4.49 6.94 +2.00 6.25 9.25 +3.27 7.57 
West Europe            -• 4.66 4.27 -0.39 6.30 6.30 - 6.60 

Others 

USSR,  East  Europe 

0.Ü5 
10.45 
8.54 

10.99 

21.33 

0.71 
11.92 
10.96 

22.88 

23.47 

-0.19 
+1.47 
+2.42 

!•_•_. 

13.86 
11.29 

0.ÒO 
16.6- 
15.10 

-0.5- 
+2.74 
+ 3.81 

1.50 
15= i7 
14.53 

3.89 25.17 31.72 

32.50 

6.55 30.40 

+2.14 KUKLi) TOTAL 29.64 +2.86 36.27 
______ 

_/    Cons •  Actual Demand or Forecast 
Prod - Actual Production or forecast capability after deducting processing, trans- 

portation.,  handling and storage losses from production. 
Bal    - Balanoe of demand and supply or forecast consumption and capability to 

supply, at above assumed rates of capacity utilization. 

Source.     UNIDO/FAO/lBaD Working Group on Fertilizers,  June 1977 
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